Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software tools for microfluidic applications – A case study
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Abstract

This paper reports on an exemplary study of the performance of commercial computational fluid dynamic (CFD) software programs when applied as engineering tool for microfluidic applications. Four commercial finite volume codes (CFD-ACE+, CFX, Flow-3D and Fluent) have been evaluated by performing CFD-simulations of typical microfluidic engineering problems being relevant for a large variety of lab-on-a-chip (LOAC) applications. Following problems are considered as examples: multi lamination by a split and recombine mixer, flow patterning on a rotating platform (sometimes termed “lab-on-a-disk”), bubble dynamics in micro channels and the so called TopSpot® droplet generator for micro array printing. Hereby mainly the capability of the software programs to deal with free surface flows including surface tension and flow patterning of two fluids has been studied. In all investigated programs the free surfaces are treated by the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method and flow patterning is visualised with a scalar marker method. The study assesses the simulation results obtained by the different programs for the mentioned application cases in terms of consistency of results, computational speed and comparison with experimental data if available.

© 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Today CFD methods are well described in many textbooks [1,2] and applied routinely in engineering science. They serve as valuable tools for design and engineering of components and systems in turbo machinery, aerospace and many other fields [1]. In this paper we focus on the application of CFD as engineering tool for microfluidic devices and the particularities associated with it [3]. In micro dimensions, for example, surface forces dominate over body forces requiring special attention for problems involving two phase flows with free surfaces which are often driven by capillary forces. Typical flow situations are capillary wicking or formation of droplets which are characterised by low Weber and Reynolds numbers [4–6]. To model free surface flows including surface tension effects – amongst others – the so called volume-of-fluid method (VOF) has been established [7] and is still being refined [8–11]. Another particularity in microfluidics is the increased importance of diffusion for mixing phenomena. Since in microfluidic flow problems the Reynolds numbers are typically very small, turbulence is hardly ever observed and mixing is driven by diffusion only at low Peclet numbers [12]. Effective mixing within short times
can thus only be achieved by decreasing the diffusion length of the fluids which can technically be realized by multi lamination or chaotic advection [13–18]. On the one hand the absence of turbulence in microfluidics simplifies the CFD treatment substantially but on the other hand diffusion is difficult to account for with the required accuracy in practical cases. High order discretisation schemes are required to suppress the so called “numerical diffusion” which is nothing else than numerical errors being accumulated by the algorithm.

Both of the described particularities, free surfaces as well as diffusion have been dealt with in length in the CFD-literature from a numerical point of view. In principle there are many approaches known to simulate these types of problems in more or less specific situations at various degrees of accuracy (see for example [11,13,19,20]). In this paper however, we want to assess the topic from an engineering perspective and ask the question: How helpful are the software tools being available for the micro engineer to address these problems in practice? As it is the nature of the selected engineering problems, they can not be solved analytically and thus have to be considered numerically with CFD. The crucial points in this context are the availability and the applicability of CFD-tools for engineering purposes in the considered cases. To do so a case study of various commercial CFD codes has been performed with respect to experimental results, where available. Due to the variety of commercial software tools and the limited resources for performing such case studies the authors restricted their choice to the four previously mentioned Finite Element codes. A comparison to well established Finite Element codes like COVENTOR [21] or COMSOL [22] was not possible in the framework of this work.

Benchmarking in general is an essential part of CFD research and code validation [23–28]. However, due to the commercial nature of the software applied for the presented study, the algorithms are not in the public domain and are not known in detail. Therefore the presented case study can only be descriptive instead of analytic i.e. the outcome of the simulations can be documented and discussed but not be analysed in detail. Nevertheless, the state of the art of CFD simulation in microfluidics is presented by this approach and the question is addressed which tools are available and well suited for a specific purpose, if any. The devices studied in this paper were not selected for the purpose of driving certain numerical codes into problems, but are a representative selection of the problems encountered by the authors over the years in microfluidic research. Indeed, the major part of the paper deals with the application of simulation methods to these microfluidic devices that have not been published before. The results hopefully will provide guidance to micro engineers applying CFD as engineering tool as well as support for developers of CFD code in search of even faster and more accurate algorithms.

2. Approach

The approach followed in this paper is based on the assessment of selected simulation problems or cases which are considered to be typical and representative for microfluidic applications. Especially the diffusion at low Reynolds numbers and the aspects of surface tension dominated free surface flows have been considered for selection of the cases. Each of the four chosen problems presented in Section 4 in detail is simulated with each of the four selected CFD codes introduced in Section 3. The results of the simulations are compared to each other to assess the performance of the CFD-software as described briefly below and in more detail in Section 4. For the split and recombine mixer and the rotating channel it is important to point out that the focus was set on the flow patterns visualised by a tracer scalar value rather than real diffusive mixing. To suppress real physical diffusion and set the focus on the flow patterns the diffusion constant in the simulation program is set to a non-physical small value of $2E-20 \text{m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$ which is considerably smaller than typical diffusion constants in real systems being in the order of $1E-10 \text{m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$. As a side effect one obtains information about the strength of the numerical diffusion occurring in convective flows by transversal motion of the fluid with respect to the grid. To reduce the numerical diffusion in the simulations of bubble dynamics in micro channels and the TopSpot® droplet generator the VOF method with higher order discretisation schemes was applied [29].

The criteria for assessing the performance respectively the “usefulness” of a software tool for engineering purposes are naturally vague. Many objective factors as well as personal preferences play a role. Therefore the assessment of the performance is focused here on two main criteria which can be considered as impartial: First the consistency of results and second the computational speed. Consistency is mandatory to obtain predictive results applicable for engineering purposes and therefore the most important criterion. Furthermore, the higher the computational speed the more designs and variations can be tested within a given time frame, which enhances and facilitates the complete design process. In order to keep the results to be presented later on as comparable as possible with respect to these two main criteria, the authors have chosen to perform all simulations under conditions as identical as possible. This means especially that the same structured grid was used in all simulations and that transient simulations have been conducted with fixed and equal time steps. The authors are well aware of the fact that such conditions might not be ideal for those of the software codes showing their particular strengths in time step adaptation or by sophisticated grid generation techniques. On the other hand a predefined grid used by all codes provides the maximum control on the initial status of the numerical problem and focuses the attention on the core properties of the code like the discretisation scheme, the algorithm for pressure velocity coupling, methods for matrix solution etc.
Furthermore an appropriately predefined grid also assures that a grid convergent solution is attained and that the results are comparable and meaningful. In the presented cases it was confirmed using CFD-ACE+, that indeed a grid convergent solution could be obtained with the applied grid for all simulations.

3. Description of the applied hard- and software

In the present case study the software codes CFD-ACE+ [30], CFX [31], FLOW-3D [32] and FLUENT [33] have been investigated. All of the codes are based on the finite-volume method (FVM) [1] to solve the Navier–Stokes equations, except Flow-3D. Flow-3D is based on a combination of finite difference and finite volume perspectives and it uses a control volume approach to solve the conservation equations [23,24,34]. The velocity pressure coupling is generally accomplished by the SIMPLE algorithm [1] which was originally proposed by Van Doormaal and Raithby [35] or slight variations of it like the so called SOLA algorithm [34,36–39] applied by FLOW-3D. Furnished with these algorithms typical problems of incompressible laminar viscous flow can be addressed.

For the diffusion problems we have chosen to apply the particle tracking method supported by all of the programs. This method is sufficient to model diffusion within a liquid of uniform rheological properties and faster than two fluid-methods. The particle tracking method is based on the advection of a scalar “marker” variable with the flow of a single homogenous fluid [2]. The scalar marker particles do not influence or interact with the flow. The scalar field serves to track how the initial distribution of marker particles is spread out and equilibrated by advection and diffusion only (cf. Eq. (1)), with \( \phi \) being the tracked scalar value and \( S_\phi \) a source term.

\[
\frac{\partial \rho \phi}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\rho \vec{u} \phi) = \nabla \cdot (D \nabla \phi) + S_\phi \tag{1}
\]

For modelling free surface flows all of the codes apply the VOF method as proposed first by Hirt and Nichols [7] and refined later on by various authors [8–10,40,41]. It is based on tracking a scalar field variable \( F \) which stands for the distribution of the second fluid in the computational grid. \( F \) specifies the fraction of the volume of each computational cell in the grid occupied by the second fluid. All cells containing only fluid two will take the value \( F = 1 \), and cells completely filled with fluid one are represented by \( F = 0 \). Cells containing an interface between air and water take on a value of \( F \) between 0 and 1. For a given flow field with the velocity vector \( \vec{u} \) and an initial distribution of \( F \) on a grid, the volume fraction distribution \( F \) (and hence the distribution of fluid two) is determined by the passive transport equation:

\[
\frac{\partial F}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \vec{v} F = 0 \tag{2}
\]

This equation must be solved together with the fundamental equations of conservation of mass and momentum, to achieve computational coupling between the velocity field solution and the liquid distribution. From the \( F \) distribution the interface between the two fluid phases has to be reconstructed at every time step. All programs except CFX are using the piecewise linear interface construction (PLIC) scheme [9] for this purpose. CFX does not apply any surface reconstruction because it computes free-surface flows on unstructured meshes, where surface reconstruction is computationally expensive. To overcome numerical diffusion and a smearing of the interface a “compressive scheme” is applied instead [42].

The position, shape and especially the curvature of the free surface are required to determine the capillary forces given by the Young-Laplace equation [1,2,43–45]. Typically these surface forces are included into the algorithm as body forces in those cells containing the interface i.e. having \( F \)-values between 1 and 0 [7,9]. Contact angles at the fluid/solid interface are accounted for in a similar way [11].

For solving the algebraic equations typically two types of solvers are applied in the commercial codes: The adaptive multi grid solver (AMG) and the conjugate gradient solver (CGS) [46,47].

3.1. CFD-ACE+

Version 2004.0.25 of CFD-ACE+ (ESI-CFD, Inc., Huntsville, AL) was applied for this study, which is claimed to be an integrated software package for multiphysic computational analysis [30]. The program consists of three main parts, CFD-GEOM for geometry and grid generation, CFD-GUI for setting boundary and initial conditions and CFD-VIEW as an interactive visualization program. All tools can be controlled by the Python [48] scripting language to enable automatic batch operations.

CFD-GEOM is the built in geometry and grid generation system with a large set of CAD-functions to create and manipulate whole geometries with a subsequent meshing. After setting up the geometry the appropriate solver settings can be chosen in CFD-GUI where the solvers for different physical problems are divided into so called modules specifying the kind of physical problem which can be switched on and off separately. Most of the modules can be combined with others giving the opportunity to simulate different physical domains at the same time, e.g. flow problems in combination with chemical reactions, free surfaces etc.

The VOF method in CFD-ACE+ offers some additional features like an algorithm to remove the so called flotsam and jetsam. This is an effect caused by numerical errors, and is characterised by the generation of tiny isolated droplets of liquids or gas in the regions of the other medium, especially in regions of high swirl. A further feature is given by the capillary-wave damping which allows for locally increasing the viscosity in the vicinity of the interface...
enabling larger time steps since tangential velocities are reduced. As mentioned in the manual of CFD-ACE+ [30] for the surface reconstruction three methods are available, a 0th order scheme, an upwind scheme with the SLIC method and an upwind scheme with the PLIC method [49].

3.2. CFX

For the presented case study version 5.7.1 of the CFX CFD-software was used [31]. For the task of grid generation there are two tools available: ANSYS DesignSpace in combination with AI*Environment [50] and ICEM CFD [51]. In contrast to other tools, both ANSYS Workbench and ICEM CFD cannot be controlled via a scripting language; ANSYS Workbench however can handle parameterized geometries. ICEM CFD has only basic modelling capabilities, but supports a wide range of mesh operations and mesh types.

To define physical properties such as material properties and boundary conditions as well as solver settings the pre-processor CFX-Pre is provided with the CFX package. Both CFX-Pre as well as the postprocessor, CFX-Post can be either controlled with the CFX-Expression-Language (CEL) or with Perl scripting. The CFX-solver can handle multiphase flows of any number of different fluids, where fluids can be gases or liquids and all material properties can either be constant or dependent on any variable in the simulation. All problems can be calculated on structured and unstructured meshes.

Like most CFD-tools CFX also uses the finite-volume method for spatial discretisation, however, the VOF method for free surfaces is implemented in a different way. No surface reconstruction is applied but the volume fraction is computed based on solving an artificially stabilized (“compressive scheme”) advection equation [42]. Surface tension can also be accounted for, and it is computed based on the local gradient of the VOF variable. In contrast to the other tools CFX does not use a segregated solver for flow speed and pressure, but a fully coupled solver. CFX can perform all types of simulations on multiple processors, where parallelisation can be achieved using MPI (message-parsing interface [52]) or PVM (parallel virtual machine) [53].

3.3. Flow-3D

Flow-3D from Flow Science, Inc. [32], Solver Version 8.2.5 and Interface Version 4.0.0 were used for this case study. The Flow-3D package consists of a graphical user interface (GUI) and a separate tool called Flow-VU for meshing and handling external STL files of three-dimensional geometries. The pre- and post-processing as well as the study of the simulation results is done by Flow-VU. The multi processor capable solver can handle different physical regimes and for example compressible and incompressible flow situations, and one- or two-fluid problems with a free surface.

The meshing procedure in Flow-3D is based on a multiple block meshing, either hexahedral grids in a cartesian coordinate system or cylindrical grids in a polar coordinate system. In multiple block meshing the geometry is superimposed by independent meshed-domains or blocks with domain interfaces connected by a specific interpolation function. This is different from all other simulation tools discussed here, where the meshing method is more like building up a geometry with structured or unstructured nodes, lines, surfaces and blocks. The main advantage of the multiple block meshing is the possibility to refine a mesh dependent on the required spatial accuracy and independently of the geometry, a feature especially interesting in microfluidic applications with large aspect ratios. A disadvantage is that only structured grids can be handled and furthermore these multiple block meshes are not compatible for exchange with most other solvers.

The applied numerical solution algorithms are based either on the finite-difference [1] or the finite-volume method [2,34]. Free surface problems can be solved using the implemented VOF method including surface tension and applying standard VOF solution methods as well as a new Semi-Lagrangian VOF advection method [7,37,39]. The proprietary approach of Flow-3D called Semi-Lagrangian advection method [37], which is used throughout the presented simulations, consists of three basic steps. First, the approximation of the fluid interface in a cell with a planar surface, second the movement of the fluid volume according to the local velocity field, and third the computation of the new fluid fraction values in the computational cells using an overlay procedure. For this algorithm Flow-3D only supports automatic time-steps and no fixed time steps. This makes it difficult to compare Flow-3D with the other tools concerning computation time. A further remarkable fact is that all problems have to be calculated time dependent because Flow-3D does not provide the possibility of steady state simulations.

3.4. Fluent

Fluent version 6.1.22 from Fluent Inc. [33] was used for this case study. The whole Fluent software package includes the Fluent solver with only few limitations concerning mesh-types, the pre-processor Gambit (version 2.1.2) for geometry modelling and mesh generation as well as an additional pre-processor called TGrid for generating volume meshes from existing boundary meshes.

For the geometry creation Gambit provides a common set of CAD-functions as well as a built-in scripting functionality that allows for a fast geometry creation. Gambit provides structured (quadrilateral in 2D and hexahedron, prism/wedge in 3D), unstructured (triangle in 2D and tetrahedron, pyramid in 3D), hybrid and non-conformal meshes. Structured meshes can either be created manually or by using the Cooper-scheme [54] allowing for a fast meshing with good grid quality.
After an appropriate mesh is provided, Fluent is used for the simulation setup, the solving process and the post-processing of the results. During the simulation setup all GUI-commands are scripted by the program but one has to be aware of the fact that not all possible settings are accessible by the GUI. Some special functions are only available if entered on the command line level leading sometimes to difficulties in finding the appropriate settings.

In general, Fluent is able to solve all the problems discussed in this paper on structured and unstructured meshes. Regarding the VOF model Fluent provides four different VOF-formulations: the geo-reconstruct scheme (comparable to PLIC), the donor-acceptor scheme (comparable to SLIC), the Euler explicit and the implicit scheme [55].

3.5. Hardware

All simulations were performed on a dual-Athlon MP-1900 PC running MS Windows 2000 Professional, SP4 delivering 3.8 Gflops. At no time the memory occupation of the simulations exhausted the available memory of 1 GB. The simulation times displayed in this publication were determined by a small program running on this machine logging the accumulated user and system time by the use of Sysinternals PsList [56]. Also the memory utilisation was recorded for both user and system space and is displayed later on in this publication.

4. Simulations and results

All simulation problems discussed in the following were simulated on a structured grid as motivated in the beginning. Transient simulations were performed in an explicit formulation using a first order Euler scheme with fixed time steps, except for Flow-3D were an automatic time step had to be used as described in the previous section. The VOF method is treated by all tools in an explicit way except for CFX which uses a so called high-resolution scheme with an implicit second order Euler scheme.

Generally water and air have been chosen as fluids with their physical properties taken from the CFD-ACE+ material database [57] since water and water solutions are still relevant for many real systems (e.g. for the considered TopSpot device). Considering a larger selection of different liquids or liquids with special rheological properties would require a lot of additional computational time. Therefore the study has been focused on four different devices instead of an extensive analysis of fluid parameters. All fluids were treated as being incompressible which is justified for the small pressure differences occurring in the examples. If not indicated otherwise first or second order upwind schemes were applied for discretisation. In problems involving free surfaces the VOF method with PLIC surface reconstruction and surface tension was applied except for simulations with CFX.

Finally AMG respectively CGS methods were used for solving the numerical equations. Further details of the four selected problems like computational grid, boundary conditions (BC), initial conditions (IC) etc. are given in the following subsections.

4.1. Split and recombine mixer (flow patterning)

Mixing is an essential step in many Lab-on-a-Chip devices. Due to the laminar nature of the flow in micro dimension mixing is mainly achieved by diffusion instead of advection. A common method to enhance mixing is to reduce the diffusion length via so called multi-lamination principles. In Fig. 1a and b a split and recombine mixer [16] is shown that doubles the number of fluid lamellae in each split-and-recombine step and thus enables more efficient mixing. Numerical simulation of mixing even under laminar conditions usually results in high cell Peclet numbers: $Pe = \frac{\rho u \delta x}{D}$, where $\rho$ is the density of the fluid, $u$...
is the velocity, $D$ is the diffusion coefficient of the generalised transport equation and $\delta x$ is the dimension of the numerical cell. For high cell Péclet numbers the numerical diffusion constant, i.e. diffusion due to numerical errors, is comparable or even larger than the real diffusion to be studied in the simulation. In order to achieve a sufficient numerical accuracy the numerical diffusion has to be reduced by using an adequate grid resolution and high order differencing schemes [1,2].

### 4.1.1. Problem set-up

The first setup for the investigation of mixing under laminar conditions as sketched in Fig. 1a is composed of square channels with a side length of $d = 500 \, \mu\text{m}$. The structured grid of the mixer consists of 226,347 cells with quadratic base area with a side-length of 26.3 $\mu\text{m}$ and a maximum cell aspect ratio of 1.2 (cf. Fig. 1c and d). The boundary conditions for the steady state simulation were set to a constant velocity of $v = 0.001 \, \text{m} \, \text{s}^{-1}$ at the two inlets and to a constant pressure of $p = 0 \, \text{Pa}$ at the outlet. This yields $Re \approx 1$ and is thus located in the transition region between creeping and laminar flow. Initially the whole model was filled with water, whereas water entering through the left inlet was marked with tracer particles (coloured in black $\phi = 1$ in Fig. 1a) to visualize the flow pattern. By setting the diffusion constant of the tracer to a value of $2 \times 10^{-20} \, \text{m}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1}$ the blur of the interface in all simulations is caused by numerical diffusion only. Real physical diffusion can be neglected on the considered time scale for this small diffusion coefficient. While in real parallel lamination micro-mixers Péclet number is in the order of 10 to $2 \times 10^5$ [12] in the presented simulation the number is in the order of $Pe = 5 \times 10^{13}$. In the real systems the mixing is dominated by diffusion, indicated by the small Péclet numbers while in the simulation the Péclet number is high and thus the physical diffusion is suppressed.

In case of Flow-3D a two step procedure has been used. First a transient simulation was performed until the velocity profile reached a steady state, i.e. no change of local velocity vectors between two subsequent time steps. In a second step this solution was used for the steady state propagation of the scalar $\phi$, i.e. solution of Eq. (1).

### 4.1.2. Total pressure drop

The correctness of the pressure drop across a fluidic structure at a given flow rate, i.e. the fluidic resistance, is one of the central requirements for consistent simulation results. According to Hagen-Poiseuille’s law a linear pressure drop is expected over a simple straight channel. For a complex geometry like in this problem however, the pressure drop is hardly predictable because a fully developed Poiseuille flow is not established and additional pressure losses in constrictions and turns have to be considered. A rough analytical estimation by summing up the pressure drops across the straight channel segments assuming Poiseuille flow underestimates additional pressure drops in corners and results in a pressure of $\sim 1.3 \, \text{Pa}$ compared to the simulation results shown in Table 1 of approximately $\sim 1.8 \, \text{Pa}$. Since the flow in the considered geometry is dominated by entrance effects occurring at the bends and the changes of the cross-section the problem can not be fully solved adequately in an analytical way. These effects add to the resistance in a complex way which requires a full CFD treatment to obtain a quantitative solution and also explains the difference between the very simple model and the CFD-results. The pressure drops calculated with three of the CFD tools are in good agreement and deviates less than 1% from each other. The only exception is Flow-3D where the deviation is $\sim 5\%$ compared to the results of the other programs (cf. Table 1). Though no experimental data is available for validation in this case, it can still be assumed due to greatly consistent simulation results that a pressure drop of about $1.8 \, \text{Pa}$ at a mean flow velocity of $0.001 \, \text{m} \, \text{s}^{-1}$ comes close to the real value.

### 4.1.3. Qualitative lamination pattern

The qualitative lamination patterns of the mixer were analysed using a scalar marker with a numerical diffusion coefficient of $2 \times 10^{-20} \, \text{m}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1}$ which is too small to create real physical diffusion as mentioned before. Two aspects of the simulation results can be tested by this method. First, the smearing of theoretically nearly infinitely sharp interface provides information about the extent of numerical diffusion. A high numerical diffusion results in a more pronounced blur of the interface, whereas a high degree of numerical accuracy leaves the interface undistorted. Second, the scalar field provides also a check of the correctness of the calculated flow field, since the streamlines of the flow determines the lamination pattern. Thus, for the considered problem, identical lamination patterns provided by different simulation tools prove the consistency of the underlying flow fields.

In Fig. 2 the results of the lamination pattern are displayed for different positions along the mixer as indicated in Fig. 1. The results show that all codes calculate the flow field correctly and consistently with a comparable amount of numerical diffusion. Only slight qualitative differences can be detected. The initial lamination (A–A) is (practically) identical for all codes. After the first twist (cross-section (B–B)) slight differences are visible. ACE+ and CFX show no significant deviation, while Flow-3D shows a residual amount of white liquid ($\phi = 0$) in the corners as a result of the used methodology. Fluent shows a slightly different interface region. The cross-sections (C–C) and (D–D) show a corresponding behaviour. Overall all tools provide satisfactory and very similar result.
4.1.4. Comments on the simulations (split and recombine)

It was possible to model the problem of the split recombine mixer with all simulation tools. However, for Flow-3D a stationary simulation could not be conducted for the problem. Instead the simulation was performed as follows: First for a simulation time of 1.1 s a transient run was calculated for establishing a stationary velocity profile. Afterwards the calculated flow field was used to transport the scalar marker in a transient run of 3.4 s assuming a constant velocity profile. This means that the stationary problem was simulated by a transient run of 4.4 s in total.

For all simulation tools a higher order upwind scheme for the solution of the diffusion/convection Eq. (1) was available and applied. Due to this the numerical diffusion was reduced by all codes to an acceptable amount.

4.2. Mixing in a rotating channel (flow patterning in rotating system)

Rotating CD-like formats are very prominent in microfluidics, especially for realizing LOAC devices [58,59]. Making use of the centrifugal force liquid can be pumped through microfluidic structures on rotating disks. Similar to a pressure driven flow, the centrifugal force induces a parabolic flow profile pointing in radial direction. Due to the velocity-dependent Coriolis force additionally an inhomogeneous transversal force field is generated in tangential direction which has its largest value in the centre of the channel. This leads to a transversal motion of the fluid in radial channels finally leading to a convective flow [60]. In the present problem the lamination induced by this convection is studied which is of special practical importance for the CD-based high throughput mixer proposed by Haeberle et al. [61] and Ducré et al. [62].

4.2.1. Problem set-up

The simulations are performed in the rotating reference frame where the channel walls remain at rest, i.e. the reference frame rotates at the speed of the disk. For this kind of simulation it is crucial for all simulation tools that the boundary conditions are properly transferred into the rotating frame.

The 3D simulations were carried out for a channel of $l = 10$ mm in length pointing in radial direction and starting at a distance of $R = 20$ mm from the centre of rotation as sketched in Fig. 3a. The cross section is $a = b = 200 \mu m$.

---

Fig. 2. Lamination pattern after successive segments of the mixer unit from left to right (cf. Fig. 1): first combine step: (cut A–A), after first twist (cut B–B), after second twist (cut C–C) and at the outlet (cut D–D).
with the symmetry plane in the middle of the channel. To save computation time the simulation was performed on the structured grid displayed in Fig. 3c and d which exploits the planar symmetry of the problem. The total channel has 1000 uniformly distributed nodes along its length, 15 respectively 29 nodes along its height and width resulting in 391,608 cells. The stationary simulation was performed with non-slip boundary conditions at the walls and a constant pressure boundary condition of 0 Pa at the inlet respectively outlet. Initially the whole channel was filled with water whereas the right half of the inlet was set to provide the scalar marker (Fluid B) to determine the convection patterns as in the previous example.

4.2.2. Flow rates and pressure drop along the channel

An appropriate quantitative measure to assess the simulation results for this problem is the variation of the pressure in the centre of the channel as a function of radial position. Unlike for pressure driven flow the pressure drop along the rotating channel is not linear. Due to the increasing centrifugal force the pressure increases further away from the centre of rotation. This results in the well known convex pressure profile as displayed in Fig. 4 [63].

Though there are neither analytical solutions nor experimental data available for validation in this case, it seems like that the most plausible result is produced by CFX. The pressure curve starts with \( p = 0 \) Pa at the inlet, decreases in a convex way and finishes at \( p = 0 \) Pa at the outlet, which is consistent with the basic physical interpretation of this model. Amazingly Fluent and Flow-3D fail to maintain \( p = 0 \) Pa at the inlet which should be given by the boundary condition at this point. In addition to this offset, Fluent provides a solution with an unexpected overshoot within the first 200 \( \mu \)m length which cannot be explained even qualitatively by the underlying physics. Such an overshoot is also present in the results produced by CFD-ACE+, though it is considerably smaller and the solution is at least consistent with the boundary conditions at the inlet and outlet. Apart from the deviations at inlet and outlet, all of the results are more or less consistent within ±20 Pa. The consistency even improves at the distant end of the channel, which suggests that the deviations between the codes might diminish for larger distance from the centre of rotation. However, this remains to be confirmed by a more detailed study.

The resulting overall flow rate was determined to be about 16 \( \mu l \)s\(^{-1}\) leading to a Reynolds number of \( Re = 95 \) by all of the codes except Flow-3D where only a flow rate...
of \(3 \, \mu l \, s^{-1}\) was calculated. This is especially surprising because the convective flow patterns (cf. Fig. 5) are in good agreement with the other tools, and this should indicate a similar flow rate because the convective stirring of the fluid is highly dependent on the flow rate inside the channel.

4.2.3. Qualitative lamination pattern

The qualitative assessment of the lamination pattern displayed in Fig. 5 reveals that in all codes the Coriolis force is considered correctly in principle. Convection occurs perpendicular to the channel axis leading to a folding of the two fluids. The convective mixing patterns are quite similar for all simulation tools, but do not correspond to each other exactly. Due to the lack of experimental data it cannot be determined which of the results is closest to reality. Nevertheless, the overall quality can be assessed in terms of the numerical diffusion as before. As far as this can be judged due to the different visualisations, also in this case the extent of numerical diffusion can be considered similar for all tools and to be appropriate for the applied second order scheme.

4.2.4. Comments on the rotating channel simulations

The fluid dynamics occurring in a rotating channel seems to be qualitatively well reflected by all of the software tools (Table 2). All of the flow patterns are quite consistent. Therefore it is very likely that also experimental results will correspond to the given flow pattern qualitatively. Thus it should be possible to predict mixing qualitatively by any of the software tools as long as the diffusion constants are high. To which extent such mixing can be described quantitatively has to be determined in a more detailed study.

The pressure drop along the channel could not been calculated to full satisfaction. Apart from quantitative deviations between the various tools also qualitatively unphysical pressure curves have been obtained. Only CFX did not exhibit either non-convex solutions or a considerable offset. This is somewhat amazing since the pressure drop was determined assuming overall laminar viscous flow which typically can be calculated very precisely by CFD.

For the presented case Flow-3D and Fluent did not provide a direct steady state solution but instead the steady state had to be found by iterative simulations. In case of Flow-3D it was necessary to perform a transient simulation until the velocity profile was established. After that a further simulation did follow assuming a constant velocity profile to push the user scalar through the whole channel providing the entire lamination pattern. For Fluent the solving process was a sequence of steady state simulations where the pressure at the inlet had to be adapt manual step-by-step because Fluent was not able to solve the prob-

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Flow rate ((\mu l , min^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFD-ACE+</td>
<td>16.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFX</td>
<td>15.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow-3D</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluent</td>
<td>15.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Perpendicular cut along the channel at different positions. The marker particles visualize the convection and folding which occurs perpendicular to the channel direction.
lem correctly with an inlet pressure boundary condition of 0 Pa and zero flow. The first initial simulation was done with the 0 Pa pressure boundary condition leading to a negative pressure at the inlet. Using these flow patterns in a second simulation and correcting the negative total pressure value by adding this offset value to the inlet gauge total pressure boundary condition. After four of these iterations by subsequently adding the pressure values the resulting pressure at the inlets was below 10 Pa and after eight iterations below 1 Pa. This iterative simulation process is definitively a drawback of this tool which only occurred in solving this special case in a rotating reference frame. It should be noted that this simulation procedure was proposed by the support of Fluent.

4.3. Bubble dynamics in T-shaped channels (equilibrium VOF problem)

The T-shaped channel geometry as depicted in Fig. 6a can be applied to enhance the mobility of gas bubbles trapped in micro channels [64,65] and to inhibit clogging of the microfluidic channels. The mobility can be maximised by choosing appropriate geometrical dimensions for the channel as well as taking the contact angle \( \Theta \) between the wall and the fluid into account. For contact angles of \( \Theta < 90^\circ \) a gas bubble can adopt three stable positions in such a T-shaped channel, depending only on the channel dimensions. These positions are referred to as horizontal, blocking and vertical motivated by the shape of the bubble if observed through the channel cross-section. This type of structure has been applied for example in an electronic fountain pen [66] and with a modified channel geometry for micro direct methanol fuel cells [67].

4.3.1. Problem set-up

The aim of this problem is to determine the equilibrium shape and position of an air bubble in the water filled channel for three channel designs (cf. Table 3) at a defined contact angle of \( \Theta = 5^\circ \). Since the only driving force in the system is the capillary force of the free surface the solver has to deal with very small driving pressures. Therefore a good implementation of the surface reconstruction and contact angle treatment is of importance to achieve the correct stable bubble shape.

Since the geometry of the channel as well as the simulation problem itself is fully symmetric, the model can be reduced to the geometry shown in Fig. 6b. This reduces the number of cells and allows for faster computation. The whole problem is considered to be in a closed volume with no fluid inlet or outlet. Thus the only boundary conditions applied are the symmetry and wall boundaries shown in Fig. 6c. The number of cells in the computational grid changes for each design as given in Table 3. As an initial condition an air bubble of spherical shape was placed in the centre of the model having a gas volume of 380 nl in all of the designs [65].

4.3.2. Qualitative shape of the bubble

The main criterion to assess the results of simulation problems involving free surfaces is the qualitative shape of the free interface. In the considered case the interface is formed by a gas bubble enclosed in a micro channel. Due to the T-shape of the channel the bubble can take on different configurations, depending on the geometrical dimensions. Depending on the equivalent hydraulic diameter of the channel either a horizontal, vertical or fully blocking position of the bubble is attained driven by the

Fig. 6. (a) T-shaped channel with corresponding geometrical parameters. (b) Computational grid used for the simulations (design 1). (c) Applied boundary conditions (contact angle \( \Theta = 5^\circ \)). (d) Initial conditions defined by the spherical gas bubble centred in the lower left corner of the mesh indicated by (origin) in (c).
minimisation of the surface energy. The equilibrium positions for the three studied designs displayed in Fig. 7 were obtained from the initial condition after capillary oscillations have been completely damped. This was achieved approximately after 8 ms of simulation time for most of the software tools, except for Flow-3D where 20 ms of simulation time were necessary to obtain a sufficiently stationary result.

The qualitative comparison of the simulated bubble shapes with the experimental results displayed in Fig. 7 reveals that the consistency is best for CFD-ACE+ and Fluent which predict all shapes essentially correctly. CFX as well as Flow-3D manage to predict the qualitative bubble type correctly (vertical, horizontal or blocking) but are less accurate with respect to the curvature of the menisci. Especially the top view of the channels exhibits noticeable deviations between experiment and simulation. This can be explained for CFX by the different surface reconstruction method as explained in the previous sections. For Flow-3D the reason for the deviation remains unclear.

4.3.3. Comments on the simulations (T-shaped channel)

Flow-3D did not allow for setting the time steps constant. Thus the computational time is not directly comparable to the other programs.

Table 3
Geometrical and grid data for the three designs. The numbers in brackets signify the grid dimensions i.e. the length of a single grid cell

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Number of cells</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w (µm)</td>
<td>W (µm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 1</td>
<td>125(0.096)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 2</td>
<td>250(0.108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 3</td>
<td>500(0.108)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. (a) Three dimensional (3D) view of the T-shaped channel, (b) simulation results for designs 1 to 3 (water is depicted grey, air is displayed white) and (c) photographs of experiments.
4.4. TopSpot® micro arrayer (dynamic VOF problem)

Micro droplet generation has always been an essential benchmark for testing CFD codes [26–28,42,68]. In this paper we consider the TopSpot® [69] micro arrayer technology for this purpose. Micro arrays are highly parallel biosensors enabling a fast and parallel detection of thousands of different biochemical substances in one single experiment making it a key technology in many fields of basic research, diagnostics and drug discovery [70,71]. The sensor effect is based on an observable chemical reaction between arbitrary test specimens and immobilized molecules printed in a regular array on a glass slide. With the TopSpot® Technology whole micro arrays can be fabricated in one single step by printing hundreds of substances at the same time while the droplet ejection is actuated by an external pressure pulse.

4.4.1. Problem set-up

A fully three-dimensional simulation model of one single micro nozzle of a TopSpot® printhead (cf. Fig. 8) was set up to study the droplet generation applying the VOF method. In contrast to the static equilibrium problem of the T-shaped channel (cf. previous section), the droplet ejection by the TopSpot® method is a fully transient problem requiring considerable simulation time.

The grid model of the TopSpot® (cf. Fig. 8a) contains a single micro nozzle with a diameter of 50 µm and a length of 150 µm below a recess with a diameter of 300 µm and a length of 230 µm. Some free space for taking up the ejected droplet is provided adjacent to the orifice. The three dimensional structured grid consists of 148,956 cells. A 3D-grid was used despite the rotational symmetry of the problem to account properly for surface tension effects. Only the mirror symmetry has been exploited to reduce the model size. For driving the droplet generation a time dependent pressure boundary condition was applied at the top of the structure (cf. Fig. 8b). The pressure curve as depicted in Fig. 9 was determined by experiments with an integrated pressure sensor in the pneumatically actuated dispenser [72]. The walls at the nozzle outlet exhibit a contact angle of $\theta = 130^\circ$.

4.4.2. Droplet shape and tear off time

The natural qualitative measure to assess the simulation quality of droplet generation problems is the qualitative droplet shape during the droplet forming process. First of all the shape of a micro droplet can be determined very well by stroboscopic measurement techniques [4,5]. Second the correct prediction of the droplet shape requires consideration of all relevant physical effects (viscosity, surface tension etc.). Thus the transient droplet shape as displayed in Fig. 10 is ideally suited to test consistency with experiments. Furthermore the point in time at which the droplet detaches from the nozzle (tear-off time) is a valuable quantitative measure which can be extracted from stroboscopic experiments for validation purposes.

From the considered simulation tools Fluent and Flow3D were not able to reproduce the droplet ejection in the TopSpot® case properly (cf. Fig. 10): The simulations performed with Fluent exhibit quite consistent results at the beginning of the ejection process, but fail to produce a free droplet like observed in the experiments. Even after increasing the driving pressure by 5% respectively 10% (i.e. scaling the values given in Fig. 9 by a factor of 1.05 respectively 1.10) no droplet release could be achieved. This result might be caused by an overestimation of the surface tension forces compared to body forces by the Fluent.

![Fig. 8. Model of one TopSpot® nozzle. (a) Structured 3D mesh with symmetry plane in the middle. (b) Boundary conditions with a time dependent pressure boundary condition at the top (dotted line), partial wetting walls $\theta = 130^\circ$ (dashed and black lines) and outlets at the sides (grey lines), with the micro nozzle being filled with water (grey).](image-url)
algorithm. This explanation would be in agreement with the consistent results obtained with Fluent for the equilibrium T-channel problem. As far as Flow-3D is concerned the authors could not achieve a successful implementation of the TopSpot® problem at all. Despite several intensive trials with similar effort like for the other tools no reasonable results could be obtained. Thus no assessment of Flow-3D can be presented for the TopSpot® case.

The remaining software tools CFD-ACE+ and CFX achieved both a successful droplet release with reasonable values for the tear-off time (450 μs for CFD-ACE+ and 500 μs for CFX). Best qualitative consistency with experiments in terms of droplet shape was achieved with CFD-ACE+ when applying a 5% higher pressure pulse than measured experimentally (cf. Fig. 10). The consistency of CFX with the experimental results is considerably weaker. Despite the fact, that also a 5% higher driving pulse was applied like for CFD-ACE+, the droplet tear-off is still delayed with respect to the experiment. Furthermore the correspondence of the simulation results to the experimental droplet shapes is much weaker. Like in the previous problem this observation can be explained by the less accurate surface reconstruction method adopted by CFX.

4.4.3. Droplet volume

The volume of the ejected droplet is one of the most important parameters regarding the design and operation of droplet generators. A stroboscopic camera was used to measure experimentally the dispensed volume of the flying droplet by evaluating the number of pixels of the droplet on the picture. For the precise analysis of the recorded pictures the image processing system NeuroCheck® [73] was used. The measurement error of the optically measured droplet volumes can be estimated to be ~5% due to the random error in the read out of the pixels representing one unit volume.

The ejected volume in the simulation is determined by the grid volume occupied by the droplet. For the successful determination of the droplet volume it has to be ensured that the droplet has teared off completely which was the case after 600 μs of simulation time (cf. Fig. 10). By this a volume of 0.66 nl was obtained for CFD-ACE+ which is in good agreement with the experimental result of 0.68 nl. The droplet volume calculated by CFX resulted in 1.4 nl which suggests that the applied surface reconstruction scheme tends to underestimate the surface tension forces compared to the body forces.

4.4.4. Comments on the simulations (TopSpot®)

For the proper assessment of the results it has to be pointed out that the TopSpot® dispenser has a very critical point of operation. That means only little changes in the viscosity or pressure can prevent a break up of the droplet. This high sensitivity constitutes a challenge for all simulation tools because small imbalances in rating the body forces versus the surface tension forces can result in large differences to the experimental values.

5. Computational speed

The assessment of computational speed provided in the following is only reflecting the performance of the studied software tools with respect to the closely defined benchmark problems presented in this work. It should be mentioned, that either software would most likely be able to simulate any of the problems faster. For most of the software tools the setup of the presented problems enforcing a structured grid and fixed times step are not the ideal settings to achieve maximum computational speed. Nevertheless, the values provided in Table 4 can serve to deduce the order of magnitude of the computational time required to
solve typical microfluidic problems involving mixing (stationary simulations) or free surfaces (transient simulations).

For the study of mixing problems and numerical diffusion the method of tracking the flow pattern with a scalar value has been chosen. Such problems typically require a steady-state solution. For Flow-3D only a transient solver was available for this purpose, therefore the tracking of the scalar value through the whole geometry results in long simulation times. A similar situation occurred in the simulations performed with Fluent for the rotating channel. In this case a manual iterative solution had to be applied, which increases the total computational time extremely compared to a standard stationary solution. Therefore these results are not directly comparable to the other tools.

For free surface problems simulated by the VOF method the computation time is of crucial importance. First of all the VOF algorithm (especially the surface reconstruction) adds considerably to the computational load. Second the capillary oscillation of the free surface which has to be resolved to obtain a convergent solution requires a very small time step (in the order of 10E−7 s to 10E−4 s) which is usually much too small for the typically required simulation times (in the order of 0.1 s to 10 s). Thus the simulation times are in total considerably longer than for stationary simulations and therefore the performance of computational speed is of particular interest.

To optimize the computational speed the size of the model should be as small as possible which first of all requires a good physical understanding of the problem under consideration. The only possibility inside the solver setup to increase the speed of the simulation process is to use automatic time stepping, non-iterative time steps or parallel processing if available. In some problems unstructured grids can also help to reduce computational time by minimising the number of computational cells. This can be especially beneficial for complex geometries but it becomes more difficult in combination with VOF, because the surface reconstruction algorithms are more complicated and costly on unstructured grids compared to structured grids. In the presented study all of these options to optimise the computational speed have not been exploited intentionally to keep the results as comparable as possible.

5.1. Computational time: split and recombine structure, rotating channel

In case of the split and recombine structure there are no special remarks on how to further speed-up the simulation process because all tools handle this case with reasonable simulation times. With ~1.25 h Fluent is the fastest tool...
5.2. Computation time: TopSpot®, T-shaped channel

Generally the VOF-method is very costly in terms of computational time. Nevertheless, the T-shape channel problem was calculated quite fast by Flow-3D. This might be due to the fact that the time stepping could not set to be constant for Flow-3D, while the other programs were restricted to fix time steps. Fluent is approximately a factor of 3 slower than Flow-3D, whereas the remaining programs needed between five to ten times more than the other tools. Fluent needs more time (factor 6) to simulate the rotating channel because an iterative method had to be used like described before to achieve a correct solution instead of one single solver run. For Flow-3D, the need for a transient simulation in combination with the high aspect ratio of the rotating system. With these settings, CFD-ACE+ is the fastest tool in this case study and it is between five to ten times faster than the other tools. Fluent needs more time (factor 6) to simulate the rotating channel because an iterative method had to be used like described before to achieve a correct solution instead of one single solver run. For Flow-3D, the need for a transient simulation in combination with the high aspect ratio of the rotating system results in very long simulation times (comparable to the split and recombine structure).

6. Conclusions

The presented results show that qualitatively all tools can perform well in calculating convection diffusion problems with a second order algorithm for the tracer scalar. The numerical diffusion is comparable and small for all tools and should allow for quantitative statements on flow patterning and lamination in mixing devices. Due to lack of experimental data, a real quantitative assessment was not possible in this work.

In contrast to the case of mixing and flow patterning by convection and diffusion, the microfluidic problems involving free surfaces and surface tension could not be simulated equally well with the considered programs. It turned out that CFX and Flow-3D did determine the free surface shapes not as correctly as the other programs. For CFX, this can be attributed to the absence of geometrical surface reconstruction methods; for Flow-3D, the reason for that remains unclear. While for the problem of the bubble in the T-shaped channel, the deviations from experiments were generally small, they became considerable for the TopSpot droplet generation problem. The droplet breakoff could only be reproduced correctly by CFD-ACE+. In contrast to the other tools, CFD-ACE+ does offer an adjustable surface damping. This in combination with the high order surface reconstruction scheme might be the reason for the good performance in that case. Generally CFD-ACE+ as well as Fluent can be recommended for simulation of free surface flows involving capillary forces. Nevertheless, it has to be acknowledged that for complex problems a careful modelling and validation of the simulations has to be carried out before quantitative results can be expected like shown in this case study.

The considerations with respect to the computational speed as provided here do not justify a general conclusion. To enable a thorough assessment of the computational speed, each of the programs has to be operated at its optimum capabilities, making use of features like automatic time stepping, parallel processing, adaptive automatic grid generation etc. This would have been far beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, no comparative conclusions should be drawn from the assessment of the computational speed. Nevertheless, it can be stated that the simulation times obtained by all tools — ranging from a few hours for stationary problems and up to 600 hours for the very complex transient TopSpot problem — justify their use as engineering tools for the considered type of microfluidic problems.
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Appendix A

See Tables A.1 and A.2.
Table A.1
Solver settings flow patterning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary conditions</th>
<th>Split and recombine</th>
<th>Rotating channel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density $\rho$ of fluid 1 (water)</td>
<td>977 kg m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>977 kg m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity $\mu$ of fluid 1 (constant, dynamic)</td>
<td>8.55E-4 kg m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>8.55E-4 kg m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solver and solver related settings</td>
<td>Steady state</td>
<td>Steady state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time dependency</td>
<td>Euler (first order)</td>
<td>Euler (first order)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of time steps</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time step size</td>
<td>1E-4</td>
<td>1E-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum number of iterations</td>
<td>1E-18</td>
<td>1E-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence criteria</td>
<td>Second order, limiter 0.1</td>
<td>Second order, limiter 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum residual</td>
<td>Second order, blending 0.1</td>
<td>Second order, blending 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial differencing (flow module)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial differencing (scalar module)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalar settings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diffusivity scalar</td>
<td>2E–20 s m$^{-2}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific settings:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular velocity ($w_z$)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>100 rad s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Velocity</td>
<td>0 Pa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetry</td>
<td>XY-plane</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall</td>
<td>Fixed flow boundary conditions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2
Solver settings free surfaces (VOF)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary conditions</th>
<th>T-shaped channel</th>
<th>Top-spot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density $\rho_1$ of fluid 1 (air)</td>
<td>1.1614 kg m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>1.1614 kg/m$^3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity $\mu$ of fluid 1 (constant, dynamic)</td>
<td>1.846E–5 kg m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.846E–5 kg m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density $\rho_2$ of fluid 2 (water)</td>
<td>1000 kg m$^{-3}$</td>
<td>1000 kg m$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity $\nu$ of fluid 2 (constant, kinematic)</td>
<td>1E–6 m$^2$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>1E–6 m$^2$ s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface tension $\sigma$</td>
<td>0.0725 N m$^{-1}$</td>
<td>0.0725 N m$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solver and solver related settings</td>
<td>Transient (equilibrium)</td>
<td>Transient (dynamic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time dependency</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of time steps</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time step size</td>
<td>2E–6</td>
<td>4E–007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence criteria</td>
<td>1E–4</td>
<td>1E–4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial differencing</td>
<td>Upwind, first order</td>
<td>Upwind, first order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOF</td>
<td>Second order (PLIC)</td>
<td>Second order (PLIC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td>Second order</td>
<td>Second order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific settings:</td>
<td>Contact angle $\Theta$ – wall</td>
<td>5° (channels end and side walls)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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